
S7760/A9953 – Plastic Bag Waste Reduction 
 
 

DETAILS OF S7760/A9953: 
 

- Bans the provision of plastic carryout bags by stores. 
 

- Places a minimum 10-cent fee on all other carryout bags and reusable bags.  
 

- The maximum fee for carryout bags is set at 25-cents, giving retailers 
flexibility to defray the increased cost of non-plastic bags, while alleviating 
concerns that fees could be set considerably higher. Reusable bags may be 
sold at retail.  

 
- Stores will keep 20% of the fee to defray costs, with the remaining 80% 

going to the state Environmental Protection Fund. A scenario in which 
carryout bag use is reduced by 90% would raise roughly $160 Million for 
the EPF. A smaller reduction in carryout bag use would result in more funds 
raised for the EPF. These funds would be made available to localities for 
pollution reduction, cleanup, and education, and reusable bag distribution, 
with priority given to low- and fixed-income communities.  
 

- In-store plastic bags meant for direct contact with food, such as produce, 
meat, and bulk food bags are exempt from the ban and fee, as well as 
carryout bags provided by restaurants, prepared-food vendors, emergency 
food providers, and 501(c)(3)s, and bags provided by pharmacies to carry 
prescription drugs.  
 

- Customers paying with SNAP or WIC are exempt from the fee.  
 

- Paper carryout bags are required to have 40% post-consumer recycled 
content. 
 

- Stores are allowed up to 14 days per years in which to offer free giveaways 
of reusable bags without charging the minimum fee. 
 
 

 
KEY POINTS 
 

 Everyone knows plastic bags are a problem.  Every year, New Yorkers 
use more than 20 billion plastic carryout bags, the majority of which are 
sent to landfills. However, many bags do not make it that far, instead getting 
stuck in trees, clogging storm drains, getting caught in recycling equipment, 
and becoming part of the growing islands of plastic pollution poisoning our 



oceans and our food supply. According to an estimate by the World Economic 
Forum, “without significant action, there may be more plastic than fish in 
the ocean, by weight, by 2050.” As Governor Cuomo has said, “the costly 
and negative impact of plastic bags on New York’s natural resources is a 
statewide issue that demands a statewide solution.” 

 Bag bans and fees have worked around the country & the world.  Bans 
and/or fees have been implemented in hundreds of jurisdictions in the US 
and internationally, including Washington DC, Seattle, Chicago, and 
California, and countries including Germany, Belgium, Great Britain, France, 
and Israel. They have quickly reduced bag waste 50 – 90%, as people start 
bringing reusable bags instead. Los Angeles County, CA, has had a ban/fee 
hybrid like S7760/A9953 in place since 2012, and has seen a 94% reduction 
in carryout bag consumption. This model has been adopted statewide in 
California since 2016. Fourteen municipalities in New York State have 
enacted some combination of bans and/or fees for carryout bags, including 
Suffolk County, Long Beach, Mamaroneck, New Paltz, Hastings-on-Hudson, 
and New York City (later overturned by the Legislature). More than 1.6 
million New Yorkers live in areas currently covered by a patchwork of bans 
and fees (unfortunately, these municipalities are prevented from using the 
funds collected through carryout bag fees for any environmental purpose). 
 

 A charge on single use bags will not harm low-income families or 
seniors.  
The evidence from around the country and the world is clear.  When fees go 
into effect, more than 80% of people – across every community and income 
level – start bringing reusable bags most of the time. Los Angeles County’s 
2010 ban/fee was estimated to have a per-resident economic impact of less 
than $4 per year. Moreover, low-income communities bear a 
disproportionate share of our waste management infrastructure. These 
communities would see an immediate benefit from the bill with less plastic 
pollution and less truck traffic transporting discarded plastic bags.  

 
 
 
 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
-Why not just recycle the bags? 
Although it is physically possible, it is simply not economical to recycle bags, and the 
current recovery rate for statewide recycling programs is very low. In fact, plastic 
bags are considered a major “contaminant” by recycling facilities, costing individual 
facilities up to $1 million per year. Most bags that arrive at recycling facilities are 
dirty, and no viable market exists for dirty plastic bags. In order to be recycled, 
plastic bags must be collected and processed separately from other recyclables, 
which is expensive and infeasible at scale. 



 
-Why not strengthen existing bag recycling efforts? 
According to the report of the New York State Plastic Bag Task Force convened by 
Governor Cuomo, “education efforts alone to promote current store take-back 
programs are not a practicable solution due to the consistently low participation 
rates realized from solely educational efforts in a voluntary take-back or collection 
program for any recyclable. …education and the current store take-back programs 
are not sufficient to minimize the waste generation of single-use plastic bags and 
reduce their use significantly enough to address the plastic bag issues and concerns 
in New York State.” 
  
-Isn’t the fee regressive? 
No. Plastic bags are currently not free – retailers pass on the cost of “free” bags in 
the price of the goods that you buy. More importantly, no one has to pay the fee if 
they bring their own bag – and that’s the point of the policy. Also, low-income 
people bear the brunt of the negative effects of our waste management system. 
Removing approximately 200,000 tons of waste each year means fewer trucks and 
transfer stations in their neighborhoods, less garbage on their streets, and less 
flooding due to clogged sewers. In addition, all funds remitted to the state through 
S7760/A9953 are allocated to the Environmental Protection Fund, with a portion 
earmarked for purchase and distribution of reusable bags, especially in low- and 
fixed-income communities. 
  
-Why is the fee set at 10 cents? 
According to the New York State Plastic Bag Task Force Report, the “bag use 
reduction rate has generally been shown to be proportional to the amount of the fee, 
so a high fee is necessary to have a high reduction in use rate. …In order to 
incentivize reduction in use, the fee should be more than five cents.” California has 
had a statewide plastic bag ban with a 10-cent fee on other carryout bags since 
2016. 
 
-Why does the fee cover paper bags? 
Although the goal is to significantly reduce plastic bag use, just banning plastic bags 
would likely result in people switching to paper bags. Although marginally better 
than plastic, paper bags are more expensive and heavier, meaning higher prices for 
consumers and more waste management resources for disposal. They also require a 
significant amount of water to produce, and take up more space than plastic bags 
during shipping. The goal of this bill is to encourage use of reusable bags, not 
switching to another disposable bag material. Those consumers who feel they need 
a carryout bag will still have the option of paying the fee, and using an easily 
recyclable paper bag made of 40% post-consumer recycled content. 
 
-Aren’t reusable bags a health hazard? 
Most reusable bags, especially those made of cloth, are machine washable, meaning 
there is no reason for them to become soiled. Additionally, the plastic bags used to 
hold produce, meat, and other non-packaged bulk food items, are not subject to the 



ban or the fee. These bags can continue to be distributed by stores for free just as 
they are now, protecting non-packaged food from contamination risk. Two studies 
from California frequently cited to demonstrate that reusable bags are unsanitary 
have long-since been debunked for having been funded by the plastic bag industry, 
using faulty and misleading data, and yet still demonstrating that cleaning reusable 
bags removes any risk of contamination. 
 
-Why should the stores be allowed to keep 20% of the fee? 
Plastic carryout bags currently provided free by many stores cost roughly 1 cent. 
Paper carryout bags cost between 5 and 10 cents. Although stores will save money 
by not providing free plastic bags, depending on usage levels for paper bags, some 
stores may incur additional costs as a result of the ban/fee model. Additionally, 
according to the New York State Plastic Bag Task Force Report, “there is a cost 
associated with collecting and remitting a fee to the state. To help defer this cost, 
retailers have asked to retain an administrative fee.” 
  
-What’s to stop retailers from double- or triple-bagging, and pocketing their 
share of the fee? 
Just like all the other goods they sell, retailers cannot force you to buy anything – 
and a business that tries won’t be in business for long. The bill makes clear that no 
one can be required to buy a single-use bag or be prevented from using their own 
reusable bag. Any bag fees will be listed as separate items on receipts, meaning any 
consumer can challenge a retailer who over-charges them. 


